
AM Visit to the Friesian Museum in Leeuwarden on 
Wednesday 26th September 2001

The coach, still with a broken windscreen, was driven 
10km from the hotel through the Frisian mist into 
Leeuwarden with the streets, at this time in the 
morning, relatively empty of people.

We were welcomed by one of the curators, De Heer 
G. Elsinga who explained that the museum had two 
curators and housed collections of paintings, textiles, 
furniture and archaeological artefacts. The building 
comprised two parts dating from the 16th and 18th 
centuries. The former had been the Courts of Justice 
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and the latter, a wealthy town-house, now reached 
through a tunnel under the road, which had been 
more recently acquired by The Friesian Society.

It was here that our visit began, viewing various 
rooms furnished with high style 18th century 
furniture, pictures and portraits. One room included 
an elaborate cabinet veneered in amboyna and elm, 
which had been made in Amsterdam in 1756, and a 
neoclassical escritoire (fig 12), with fine marquetry 
panels (some possibly imported from England).

There was also a late 18th century inlaid and painted 
side table with a slate top, painted with vignettes by H. 
Busch, and imported from Germany.

A longcase clock, c.1695-1710, by Fromantel of 
Amsterdam, had an oak carcass veneered in seaweed 
marquetry, using walnut and holly, ebonised mouldings, 
and a trunk door with a lenticle and gilded iron hinges. 
This is probably one of the exported English cases 
recorded in customs documents of this date.

Another fine bracket clock had a lunar display and 
dials for the date, day of the week, sun and moon and 
zodiac signs. It had a walnut case and the maker's name, 
Haakma, which dates it to before 1756. Another object 
of note was an 18th century mahogany folding tea table 
with round corners and a wooden interior, which 
appeared quite American in form, with drawers at each 
end and characteristic Dutch feet on its cabriole legs.

Our path led to the Hindeloopen rooms. Here was a 
painted cradle situated appropriately under an 1880 
painting by Christoffel Bisschop, of a young artist 
painting a cradle, possibly the same one, from a book of 
designs at his feet (fig 13) . On the opposite wall was a 
painted kast dated 1713, similar to the ones we had seen 
in Hindeloopen. The two upper doors had painted 
birds encaged behind turned spindles. There was some 
debate about the wood used for the spindles, which 
appeared to be turned out of olive.

Nearby was a tiled kitchen with splendidly painted 
furnishings including an iron strongbox, of the kind 
erroneously known as an 'Armada' chest, typically 
raised on a wooden stand and a stoelklok (standing on 
feet on a bracket) with a carved oak 'clock rack' into 
which the weights descend. The interiors from 
Bisschop's home and their eclectic contents are now 
displayed in the museum.

One room contained a English caned daybed, a Dutch 
mirror with a frame embellished with heraldic insignia, 
a 17th century-style armchair and an Art Nouveau brass 
table lamp. Also, of particular note was a mid-17th 
century cabinet made in S. Germany or Bohemia which 
had once belonged to the Dutch Royal Family.

A gallery showed samplers dating from 1822 -1902. 
An interesting feature was the multitude of dates and 
the absence of names. In another display case there 
were clothes from Hindeloopen, with designs that 
highlighted Indian cultural influences adapted to reflect 
the stages of mourning. The darker the colour 
(blue/purple) the closer the relationship to the deceased. 



We had already learnt that the mourning period lasted 
eight years and that there was a tradition of repainting 
furniture in these colours after a death in the family.

Finally we were shown a seemingly authentic 16th 
century oak chair/table with carved linenfold panels 
and trestle bases (see line drawing on page 21). Apart 
from the loss of its hinged top and one replacement 
trestle, it was an earlier and very rare survival of a type 
that we would study later at Twisk.

Elly Macbeath


